Wake Up Time…ETs & Angels
More Evolved Star Trek Civilization Coming
Multiple New York Times bestselling author David
Wilcock, author Dr. Michael Salla, and others, have
been vetting secret space program whistle blowers for
decades. Multiple whistleblowers have each
independently been saying basically the same thing –
that secret space programs, extending into break away
civilizations beyond government oversight, have had
interaction with many advanced extraterrestrial groups
and have developed advanced technologies that will
eventually help humanity rapidly transition to a
spiritually awakened, star trek type civilization, ending
scarcity, and ending the “Babylonian money magic slave
system” (The current centralized worldwide banking
debt based economic system. See banking related links
reverse side).
NASA and other insider evidence points towards solar
system wide “global warming” and other energetic
increases occurring as a result of a region of higher
physical and metaphysical energy that our solar system
has begun entering, which appears to represent an
evolutionary cycle found in many ancient traditions and
even in fossil records. These insiders also believe that
dormant human abilities such as energy healing,
telepathy, telekinesis, and teleportation will be
increasingly developed by individuals, fully removing
false materialistic and deterministic paradigms which
have held mankind back from experiencing our spiritual
identity and conscious co-creative power. The citizens of
a post full disclosure, higher consciousness evolved
society will be welcomed as full members of a wider
galactic community (See especially the disclosure links
reverse side).
Increasingly, many groups are pushing towards a rapid
full disclosure of suppressed truths, which will include
massive data dumps on the Internet with many hundreds
of thousands of documents, audio and video files on
multiple mirrored sites for everyone to have access to.
There will be a collapse of much of the corporate media
machine, and a 24/7 television and radio education
campaign. Massive crimes against humanity will be
exposed, and will likely send the bulk of society into
shock for some time. Cabal groups are also pushing for a
partial disclosure over the course of decades so that they
can maintain their control, which is why we need to
promote a full disclosure and stay informed of
whistleblower testimony no matter how sensational it
may seem at first.

Defectors from the secret space programs and corrupt
government agencies have formed alliances which have
been taking actions to end the control and slavery of
Earth humans by the Cabal (The elites currently in
control of Earth which also work with negative
interdimensional entities which play a catalytic spiritual
role for developing civilizations until the collective free
will of societies choose to throw off their self-imposed
slavery systems. See especially the Cabal links below.)
According to whistleblower Corey Goode, giant cloaked
spheres have been placed throughout our solar system by
extremely advanced spiritual beings which are
moderating the waves of energy that our solar system
has been moving through. These waves of energy are
affecting Higher Vibration beings in positive ways,
Lower Vibration beings will have to raise their vibration
or eventually self-destruct and/or be relocated.
Full disclosure is not in any one group’s hands. As more
secret information is released more people will become
awakened as the information enters mass consciousness.
The awakening population and their mass
consciousness/co-creative abilities will determine when
some of these events occur. The ongoing disclosure of
this secret information needs to continue flowing at a
high rate. The quicker this information spreads among
the awakened and the awakening, the quicker full
disclosure will happen with the power of mass
consciousness, which we still do not fully understand.
We can expedite this transformative process by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Recognize the needs of the natural environment, and
of others.
Tune in to nature, your higher self, the Force, Holy
Spirit, and any inner guides who teach love.
Become better informed yourself, and facilitate the
flow of disclosed information to others.
Focus on becoming more service to others oriented.
Become more loving; raise your vibration and
consciousness.
Share your unique gifts -- artist, orator, scientist,
inventor, writer, psychic, etc. – and experience bliss
in your life.
Forgive yourself and others.
Treat your body as a temple, change to a High
Vibrational Diet.

1-8 above will raise the Vibration of the Planet, the Shared
Consciousness of Humanity, and Change Humanity. Even if
Full Disclosure was to never happen, and the wonderful
technologies remained suppressed, imagine what a world we
would live in if everyone made these changes in themselves.
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